
Surrey Pretrial Service Centre

COURSE EVALUATION

CourselWmkshop title: Jfl,.PliC-,' += CtJVeR,.c .s~ Date(s): Oct 3 - 7 20,, _

Facilitator(~:~,?str.~"'S):· IEO A-J /) 5TEv' L-:=Student Name (OPTIONAL):~ ~

.:. first, your views provide us with some indication of the usefulness and
effectiveness of this training, and

.:. second, your comments and constructive criticism will show us areas where we
may need to make some changes.

Your evaluation and views are important to us for two reasons:

A.CONTENT
1. How did this course/workshop meet your expectations professionally?

2. How will you be able to use the course/workshop material in your work?

3. What part of the course did you find the most useful? Please explain why.

4. What part of the course, if any, did you find not useful? Please explain why.

5. My suggestions for how the course could be improved are:
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8. FACILITATOR(S) IINSTRUCTOR{S}
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How do you rate the facilitator's I instructor's presentation in the following areas?

Very Somewhat
Effective/' Effective Effective Not Effective

a. Knowledge of 0 D D D
Subject

0 D Db. Orientation and D
Preparation

[2] D Dc. Style and D
Delivery

~ Dd. Responsiveness D D
. to Participants [1' D De. Creating appropriate D
Learning Climate

',C,YOUR VIEWS

1. What is your overall reaction to this training?

(j-t'.,.'!

A .L

P 11

!.J
2. Any additional comments?

j

LI

Thank you for taking the time to complete this evaluation.
Your suggestions and comments are appreciated.

For Internal Use Only:
Reviewed by: Action Required: Y / N Action Taken: _
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